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Hand foot and mouth rash
Hand foot and mouth rash on bum. Hand foot and mouth rash adults. Hand foot and mouth rash itchy. Hand foot and mouth rash all over body. Hand foot and mouth rash on face. Hands foot and mouth rash treatment. Hand foot and mouth rash pictures. Hand foot and mouth rash on legs.
Common Human Diseases Caused by a Group of Viruses This article discusses viral diseases. For chemotherapy-induced condition, see chemotherapy-induced acral erythema. For animal disease, see foot-and-mouth disease. Medical conditionsHand, foot and mouth diseasesOther namesEnteroviral vesicular stomatitis with rashTypical lesions around
the mouth of an 11-month-old boySpecialty Infectious diseaseSymptomsFever, discoloured flat spots or bumps that may form blisters[1][2]ComplicationsTemporary nail loss, viral meningitis[1].3]Usual onset3Â”6 days after exposure[4]Duration1 week[5]CausesCoxsackievirus A16, Enterovirus 71[6]Diagnostic methodSymptom-based viral
culture[7]Prevention hands[8]TreatmentSupportive care[5]DrugsPainkillers such as ibuprofen[9]FrequencyAs outbreaks[1] Hand, foot, and mouth disease (HFMD) is a common infection caused by a group of enteroviruses.[10] Typically starts with fever and feeling [10] This was followed one or two days later by discolored flat spots or bumps that can
form blisters on the hands, feet, and mouth and occasionally on the buttocks and groin.[1][2][11] Signs and symptoms usually appear 3”6 days after exposure to the virus.[4] A rash usually resolves on its own in about a week.[5] Loss of toenails and toenails may occur a few weeks later, but will grow back over time.[3] Viruses that cause HFMD spread
through personal contact, through the coughing and stools of an infected person.[8] Contaminated objects can also spread the disease.[8] Coxsackievirus A16 is the most common cause, while enterovirus 71 is the second most common cause.[6] Other strains of coxsackievirus and enterovirus may be responsible.[6][12] Some people may be carriers
and transmit the virus even though they don’t have symptoms of disease.[10] Other animals are not involved.[8] Diagnosis can often be made on the basis of symptoms.[7] Occasionally, a sample of the throat or stool can be tested for the virus.[7] Handwashing can prevent the spread of the virus, and infected individuals may also be infected. They
should not go to work, kindergarten, or school.[8] Antiviral drugs or vaccines are not available, but development efforts are underway.[13][14] Most cases do not require specific treatment.[5] Simple painkillers such as ibuprofen or numb oral gel may be used.[9] Occasionally, intravenous fluids are given to children who are unable to drink enough.
[15] Viral meningitis or meningitis may be given intravenously. encephalitis can complicate the disease.[3] HFMD is present in all areas of the world.[16] It often occurs in small outbreaks in kindergartens or kindergartens.[1] Large outbreaks have occurred in Asia since 1997.[16] It usually occurs in the spring, summer, and autumn months.[16]
HFMD is present in all areas of the world.[16] FMD should not be confused with foot-and-mouth disease (also known as hoof), which mainly affects livestock[17]. Signs and Symptoms Common constitutional signs and symptoms of HFMD include fever, nausea, vomiting, feeling tired, generalized discomfort, loss of appetite, and irritability in newborns
and young children. Skin lesions often develop as a rash of discolored flat patches and bumps that may be followed by vesicular sores with blisters on the palms of the hands, soles of the feet, buttocks, and sometimes on the lips.[18] Skin rash is rarely itchy for children. [4] but can be extremely itchy for adults. Painful facial ulcers, blisters, or lesions
may also develop in or around the nose or mouth.[1][19][20] HFMD usually resolves on its own after 7-10 days.[19] Most cases are relatively harmless, but complications such as encephalitis, meningitis and paralysis that mimic the neurological symptoms of polio.[21] rash on the palms of the hands. rash on the hands and feet of a man of 36 years rash
on the plants of the feet of a child causes the viruses that cause the disease belong to the family of picornaviridae. coxsackievirus a16 is the mostCause of HFMD. [6] Enterovirus 71 (EV-71) is the second most common cause. [6] Many other CoxSackievirus strains and enterovirus can also be responsible. [6] [12] The HFMD transmission is highly
contagious and is transmitted by nasoparinge secretions such as saliva or nasal mucus, with direct contact or by fecal-oral transmission. You can be contagious for days to weeks after solving symptoms [8] Childcare settings are the most common places for HFMD to be negotiated due to bath formation, diaper changes and that children often put
Hands in their mouths. [20] HFMD is contracted through nose and throat secretions such as saliva, sputum, nasal mucus and fluid in blisters and stools. [22] Diagnosis A diagnosis usually can be made by only signs and presentation symptoms. [19] If the diagnosis is not clear, a throat buffer or a stool sample can be taken to identify the virus for
culture. [19] The common incubation period (the time between infection and onset of symptoms) varies from three to six days. [4] HFMD's early detection is important to prevent a outbreak in the pediatric population. [23] Preventive preventive measures include avoiding direct contact with infected individuals (including keeping infected children
from school), proper cleaning of shared tools, disinfection of contaminated surfaces and adequate hand hygiene. These measures have proven to be effective in decreasing the transmission of responsible viruses for HFMD. [19] [24] Protective habits include the hand washing machine and disinfectant surfaces in the game areas. [22] Breastfeeding has
also shown to reduce serious HFMD rates, however it does not reduce the risk to disease infection. [22] vaccine a vaccine known as an ev71 vaccine is available to prevent HFMD in China starting from 2015 [update]. [25] No vaccine is currently available in the United States. [24] Treatment drugs are usually not necessary as a hand, the foot and the
mouth is a viral disease that typically resolves alone. Currently, there is no specific healing treatment for the hand, the foot and the mouth. [19] The management of diseases typically focuses on the realization of symptomatic reliefs. The pain of the wounds can be attenuated with the use of analgesic drugs. Infection for older children, adolescents and
adults is typically mild and lasts about 1 week, but occasionally can handle a longer course. Fever reducers can help reduce body temperature. [Necessary quote] A minority of individuals with the hand, the foot and mouth mouth can request hospital admission due to complications such as brain inflammation, inflammation of meninx or acute flabby
paralysis. [12] Non-neurological complications such as heart inflammation, fluid in the lungs, or bleeding in the lungs may also occur [12]. Complications complications from viral infections that cause HFMD are rare, but require immediate medical treatment if present. HFMD infections caused by Enterovirus 71 tend to be more severe and are more
likely to have neurological or cardiac complications including death compared to infections caused by CoxSackievirus A16. [19] Viral or aseptic meningitis can occur with HFMD in rare cases and is characterized by fever, headache, rigid neck or back pain. [12] [19] The condition is usually mild and clears without treatment; However, it may be
necessary to hospital admission for a short time. Other serious HFMD complications include encephalitis (brain inﬂammation) or ﬂaccid paralysis in rare circumstances. [18] [19] Pergarina and the loss of toenail are reported in children 4 â ̈¬ “8 weeks after having HFMD. [4] The relationship between HFMD and reported nail loss is unclear; However,
it is that the temporary growth and the nail resumes without treatment [4] [26] Secondary complications due to symptoms may occur such as dehydration, due to mouth ulcers causing discomfort with food and fluid intake. [27] Epidemiology The hand, foot, and mouth most commonly occur in under 10 years [4] [19] and more often under the age of 5,
but can also affect adults with varying symptoms. [20] It tends to occur in outbreaks during the spring seasons, summer and autumn. [6] It is believed that what is due to the improvement of the diffusion of heat and moisture dellâ. [22] Lâ HFMD is more common in rural areas than in urban areas; However, account must be taken of the socioeconomic situation and hygiene levels [28]. Poor hygiene is a risk factor for while HFMD. [29] [Bettera sourceA needed] Outbreaks In 1997 verificÃ² unâ outbreak in Sarawak of Malaysia with 600 cases and over 30 children died. [30] [31] [32] [33] In 1998 verificÃ² unâ epidemic in Taiwan, which colpÃ¬ especially children. [34] There were 405
serious complications and 78 children died. [35] The total number of cases of this epidemic is estimated at 1.5 million [6]. In 2008 unâ epidemic in China, began in March in Fuyang, Anhui, portÃ² to 25,000 infections and 42 deaths by 13 May [6]. Outbreaks the like have been reported in Singapore (more than 2,600 cases to 20 April 2008), [36]
Vietnam (2,300 cases, 11 deaths), [37] Mongolia (1,600 cases), [38] and Brunei (1053 cases from June Â "August 2008) [39] in 2009, 17 children died due to an outbreak in March and April 2009 nellâ in the eastern Chinese province of Shandong, and 18 children died in the nearby province dellâ Henan. [40] Of the 115,000 cases reported in China
from January to April, 773 were serious and 50 fatal. [41] In 2010 in China it occurred an outbreak in the autonomous region of Guangxi in southern China and partecipates © in the provinces of Guangdong, Henan, Hebei and Shandong. Until March 70,756 children have been infected and 40 have died from the disease. In June, the peak season of the
disease, 537 had died. [42] According to reports dellâ World Health Organization between January and October 2011 (1.340.259), the number of cases in China has decreased by about 300,000 units compared to 2010 (1,654,866), with a peak of new cases in June. There have been 437 deaths, down compared to 2010 (537 deaths). [43] In December
2011, the Department of Health Public of California has identified a strong form of the virus, the coxsackievirus A6 (CVA6), where the loss of nails is common in children. [44] In 2012 in Alabama, United States, câ was an outbreak of an unusual type of disease. It has occurred in a season in which they usually do not see and hit adolescents and older
adults. There have been some hospital admissions due to the disease, but no reported deaths. [45] In 2012 in Cambodia, 52 of the 59 cases examined of dead children (9 July 2012 [update]) due to a mysterious disease were diagnosed as caused by a virulent form of HFMD. [47] Although there is a considerable degree of uncertainty about the
diagnosis, the ratio dellâ WHO states: Â "Based on the latest laboratory results, a significant percentage of samples is tested positive for enterovirus 71 (EV-71), which it causes hand foot and mouth disease (HFMD). It is known that the EV-71 virus generally causes serious complications in some patientsa. "[48] Lâ HFMD infected 1,520,274 people
with 431 deaths reported in late July 2012 in China. [49] In 2018, more than 50,000 cases have occurred due to unâ epidemic nationally in Malaysia, with two reported deaths. [50] [51] [52] History Cases of HFMD have been described clinically for the first time in Canada and New Zealand in 1957. [19] The disease was named Â "Hand Foot and
Mouth DiseaseÂ" by Thomas Henry Flewett after unâ similar outbreak in 1960. [54] [54] Research now is in the process of developing antiviral drugs to prevent and treat infection by viruses responsible dellâ HFMD. Preliminary studies have shown that EV-71 viral capsid inhibitors have potent antiviral activity. [13] References ^ a b c d e f Kaminska,
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